
 
 

 
Chris (USA) – October 2019 
 
I had a wonderful time, Titeuf was a sweet horse, the ride was lovely, the group was 
fun, the dinners were delicious, and Didier the guide was so helpful and interesting.  I 
hope to come back next year if my hip holds out. 
 
Meredith (New Zealand) - August 2017 
 
"Amazing trip! Great horses and scenery." The horses were great - well suited to their 
riders and forward yet responsive. They work hard and are very fit, but never gave 
the impression they were jaded or bored. Some of the tack was a little tired and we 
were short of saddle bags, but little niggles only in a fabulous trip. A lot of the ride 
was slow due to the terrain, but that was specified in the trip description so I was 
happy with this. 
 
Simon (UK) – August 2017 
 
"5 days of wonderful trail riding" Lovely mix of horses (and riders) in the group - all 
well matched by our guide Didier Mejard. Mixture of conventional tack and trail 
riding/western - everyone learned some new skills of knot tying or girth lacing ! We 
were all amazed at just how fit and tough the horses were - it was very hot 
throughout - over 40C on one day - 6hrs plus in the saddle over 25km or so with a 
mix of paces - my lovely mare Carmen hardly breaking into a sweat !!! Got re-routed 
on one day because of the exceptional fire risk in the Grand Luberon - but Didier 
figured out a good alternative which meant trucking the horses back to Cap Rando 
one night and starting from there the next day - meant we got to ride down/in the 
Durance river - cool at last ! 
 
Anny (UK) – August 2017 
 
We were a nice group, from several countries. We became well known and had a 
nice time together. The horses were trained and safe. The guide was knowledgeable 
and clever. The food in the woods (lunch) was fresh and tasted delicious. The 
accommodation and food there were also very good. 
 
Josephine (Belgium) – July 2017 
 
"It was really exciting." The horses are very good and social. They fit for good for 
experienced and less experienced riders. At the beginning of your travel, they will 
give you a horse which you choose and which one you described. 
 
Christine (UK) – October 2016 
 
We loved this ride. This is probably one of the most beautiful and scenic rides in 
Europe. The horses were well looked after and the tack fitted so that they were all 
comfortable. This is a knowledgeable place and the guide was excellent. There are 
so many great photo opportunities from horse back here that its hard to choose. We 
were a group of very experienced riders and whilst it is not a particularly fast ride, 
which we could cope with it didn't need to be as there was so much to see. Horses 
were great. Food is also excellent on this trip as is the accommodation. There is a 
choice of accommodation either hostel or more B&B auberge type. I would definitely 
pay the extra for the B&B type accommodation at Lauris because the beds are more 
comfortable but out on the trail all the beds were great. The back up vehicle is 
brilliant has everything you need both for you and your horse. I would do this trip 
again because it is amazing. Whilst I have had to tick a date we went here 3 years 
ago. 
 
Patricia (USA) – September 2012 
 
Beautiful villages and meals (but didn't see all the villages mentioned in the itinerary). 
Very nice people in the group. My horse was wonderful. Very careful and never 
stumbles; I felt very safe even being close to steep cliffs 
 
Colleen (USA) – October 2011 
 
All riders were experienced, friendly and considerate. Our guide was very 
knowledgeable and tried his best to please everyone. The scenery was varied and 
beautiful, and lunches on the trail were great. Loved riding into the villages ! Horses 
were well looked after. The trails were sometimes very rocky and steep, but the 
horses handled them well. I think the hours in the saddle some days were longer 
than represented in itinerary, but we all enjoyed it and had a good rest at lunch. 


